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Two Big Love Bugs, Dumped, but Not Forgotten
Mon, 2011-07-25 17:19 — Robin Olson
Under cover of darkness someone snuck up to the door of my Vet's office and left him not one, but two cat carriers. They each
contained a very large cat. There was no note, pleading for help. There was no information on the health, behavior or even
name of the cat. They weren't even sure these cats came from the same home! Maybe two different, desperate, people
dumped cats? They had no idea.

©2011 Robin A.F. Olson. The poor baby barely fits in his cage he's so BIG!
They brought the cats inside. They have no facility to contain cats for a long period of time. This is a Vet's office with small
steel cages. The best they had to offer are two side-by-side two story spaces, barely big enough to hold the cats.
These are HUGE cats.

©2011 Robin A.F. Olson. Are you my brother? (I think so!)
Instead of being aggressive or terrified, the cats wanted one thing: LOVE. Oh, and they wanted a belly rub,
especially the black one, the bigger of the two. This big fella weighed in at 19 POUNDS. He's not even really fat, per se.
He's just HUGE and he LOVES to LOVE and be loved. This is one, sweet, knockout of a cat and his friend, a lovely classic (with
the swirl-pattern) tabby is just as sweet and affectionate.
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©2011 Robin A.F. Olson. Hello Handsome! I see your tail is up in the air! I know he wanted to be petted!
Dr. Larry doesn't have any way to find these cats a home, so I'm helping him out. He can tell me the following:
• The cats appear to be between 7 and 9 years of age.
• Both are neutered
• FIV+/Feline Leukemia NEGATIVE
• at least one of them could use a dental, Dr. Larry will do that for FREE for whomever adopts the cats
• They seem to be buddies, but do they have to be adopted together? That's not my call to make. It's a bit too
soon to tell. I'm guessing if they got a good home and it meant they were separated, it would be better than
them sitting in a tiny cage.

©2011 Robin A.F. Olson. He has nice stripes, right?
I spent some one-on-one time with the cats this afternoon. They were friendly right away, no hesitation, no fear at all. The
tabby liked to “chat” with me if he wasn't getting attention or if he just wanted to say “hello.” He enjoys being petted and his
tail goes right up and curls at the end. He is very happy to be with people. He didn't mind me giving him a belly rub, but when
I reached in to pick him up he got nervous. I think that's because he recently had his blood drawn and maybe he thought I was
going to do it, again. That said, he watched me and came right back to me a moment later. This is a great sign. He has
confidence and does not seem to be aggressive at all-even though he is in a stressed environment with dogs
barking, weird smells and he's not home! What a NICE kitty!
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©2011 Robin A.F. Olson. His eyes are dreamy, too.
Then there's the black kitty. He just wants a belly rub, to be held or to purr himself silly. He reminds me of my big boy, Nicky.
Same gigantic cat with a heart of pink roses and buttercups. He is pure sunshine in a black coat with a tiny white spot
on his chest.

©2011 Robin A.F. Olson. (Super-Lauren was camera shy so I blacked out her face.) Here you can see how BIG this kitty is!
Lauren can barely hold him.
His paws are SO BIG I thought he was polydactyl (extra toes), but he's not. He had no hesitation when he met me. He
plopped over in his tiny cage and wanted a belly rub. This cat has no mean bones in his body . He has a sweet face. I fell
hard for him. It was easy to do. They just don't make cats like this often enough. Someone must have loved these
too cats very much. They are both well fed and were in fairly good health. Whoever gave them up must be very sad right
now because these are great cats. I don't know how anyone could live without them. I honestly can't feel angry. I feel sad for
this person. I wish they had just asked for help, but maybe they did and no one listened. We'll never know. We have to focus
our anger and our energy on helping them. That's what counts now.
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©2011 Robin A.F. Olson. Big black kitty would not look at the camera no matter what we did, so Lauren helped out by holding
his head. Made for a surprisingly elegant image.
While the folks at my Vet (who I'm not naming because I don't want more folks to dump their cats off on him), name the cats,

Dr Larry has also offered to do a DENTAL on BOTH CATS and FULLY VET them before they get
adopted or a licensed CT rescue takes them into their shelter/foster home.
He will do whatever it takes to get these cats a home.

©2011 Robin A.F. Olson. He has so much more love to give!

If you live in Connecticut, or a nearby state, and want to ADOPT these babies or just one of
them, please FILL OUT A PRE-ADOPTION FORM on my non-profit cat rescue's web site HERE
If you are with a licensed rescue in CT and would be willing to take these FULLY VETTED
awesome cats into your shelter/foster home, then email me at info@kittenassociates.org
and I will put you in touch with the right people.

.
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While I'm very sad these babies are in tiny cages, at least they're safe and not about to be euthanized. Thank you Dr. Larry for
doing the right thing and for being kind. I'm sorry someone dumped these cats on your door and made them your problem,
but I'm really happy you can provide care for them until we can get them a home.
Please SHARE THIS & RE-TWEET to any buddies you have in Connecticut or the surrounding areas! THANK YOU!
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Mon, 2011-07-25 17:33 — Bobbie [15]

Oh my!!
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Beautiful, wonderful cats.
Surely someone can take them in.
Thank you Dr. Larry and Robin!
Mon, 2011-07-25 19:05 — Catnonymouse (not verified)

They are both beautiful and
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They are both beautiful and lucky! I'm sad they aren't already microchipped, otherwise you would know who they belong(ed)
to. But at least they are in a safe place, and they weren't just tossed out the front door to fend for themselves. The black on is
huge, but seems to be healthy for his size... wish we could adopt him or both of them. I have one calico and one all black cat
(female) with a small white spot on her chest as well. The two are almost identical, other than size. Good luck to the both of
them. And yes, thank you to the Dr., and to the staff who are caring for these two.
Tue, 2011-07-26 08:42 — ZoeEmEffGee

Oh my
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How sad....but they're both so beautiful! At least they're in good hands! I will spread the word!
Tue, 2011-07-26 09:20 — Random Felines (not verified)

We hope someone steps up to
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We hope someone steps up to help and we are very glad that the vet agreed to help out - just sad that these boys were left
with no info at all.....
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